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Group classes last for two hours and you'll learn how to feel the gear and keep the balance.. The
hotels are divided in three categories: Tres Puntas is rated with three stars,. Besides the amazing
structure of Valle Nevado, they also have this advantage:. The view of the Andes, from 3045m of
altitude, is just breathtaking.. If you like snow and enjoy skiing, today's episode is for you!. It's worth
going to Valle Nevado even if you don't ski.. 

If you're staying in Santiago and want to spend the day at Valle Nevado, it's also possible.. Puerta del
Sol, where we stayed, got four stars and Valle Nevado, the high end with five stars.. You can buy a
Ski Day and enjoy the whole structure of the station.. Located 60 km away from Santiago, Valle
Nevado is one of the most well known. It's just awesome to leave a fun skiing session and find it all
ready to be enjoyed, just a few steps away.. Snow season goes from June to September and we're
already counting down to get back there!. over there are the skiing tracks and, just next to it, the
hotel.. See you guys on our next episode!. 

If you enjoyed the video, like it, share and don't forget to subscribe to the channel!. The complex has
got shops and gear rent in case you need.. We're at Valle Nevado, Chile!. with high qualified
instructors.. After the class, our group felt so confident, we even took the risk on higher level tracks!.
ski stations in South America and, also, a favorite one among brazilians.. This is Ignacio, our
instructor for the day! He's gonna speak a bit of how the ski classes work here.. They've got over two
hundred instructors, all of them bilingual and with international certificates.. The complex offers
more than 40 tracks for skiers and snowboarders.. As you can see, being a first-timer is not a
problem in Valle Nevado.. 

You just need to build up your confidence because the truth is: everybody can do it.. At Escola de
Neve (Snow School), you can take individual or group classes. Three hotels, eight residential
buildings and more than ten bars and restaurants.
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